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Abstract: The purpose of this chapter is to provide a guide for conducting thought experiments in epistemology effectively. The guide raises several considerations for best practices when using this research method. Several weaknesses in the way thought experiments are conducted are also identified and several suggestions are reviewed for how to improve them. Training in these research techniques promotes more productive scholarship in epistemology, saves time and resources wasted on less efficient approaches, and reduces the risk that researchers are fooling themselves when they use thought experiments in philosophy.
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The first principle is that you must not fool yourself and you are the easiest person to fool. - Richard Feynman
In her column on NPR’s Cosmos & Culture, Tania Lombrozo observes that there is something deeply ironic about the success of experimental philosophy (Lombrozo 2013). Though experimental philosophers use many methods, one popular way to conduct experimental philosophy is through vignette-based research. This involves presenting narrative thought experiments to participants and collecting their judgments about them, rather than evaluating those thought experiments from the armchair alone. Quite often, the thought experiments used in behavioural experiments are ones adapted from the traditional philosophical literature. The irony of this, Lombrozo writes, is that many of the results of these behavioral experiments probably could have been discovered from the armchair. That is, many studies use thought experiments that “involve compelling empirical phenomena that people can readily appreciate” and that the reactions people give to them “can be elicited by simply presenting people with the relevant vignettes in a short article” (ibid). If this is true, then it suggests that thought experimentation could sometimes be one effective approach to philosophical inquiry. The key words there being “sometimes” and “could”. So, when are thought experiments used effectively in epistemology?

While an enormous amount of scholarship in philosophy is dedicated to almost all the theoretical aspects of thought experiments one could think of, relatively little of it addresses the practical and applied questions of how to design, conduct, evaluate, or interpret thought experiments when conducting philosophical research. Neither do philosophy students typically receive much direct training in the method of conducting thought experiments. Often students learn the method through osmosis. But we should not rest content without a more critical examination of research practices. Without dedicated scholarship and training in philosophical research methods, the use of thought experiments
in epistemology is bound to remain only partially effective. And whatever insights or progress philosophers hope to achieve with the use of thought experiments, all can agree that if thought experimentation is worth doing, then it is at least worth doing well (Turri 2016b: 55).

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a guide for conducting thought experiments in epistemology effectively. The guide raises several considerations for best practices when using this research method. Several weaknesses in the way that thought experiments are conducted are also identified and several suggestions are reviewed for how to improve upon them. Applying these research techniques promotes more productive scholarship in epistemology, saves time and resources wasted on less efficient approaches, and reduces the risk that researchers are fooling themselves when they use thought experiments in philosophy.

***

Thought experimentation is a distinctive method in philosophy and plays a substantive role in several foundational debates in epistemology (Machery 2017; Stich and Tobia 2016). It is sometimes also colloquially referred to in philosophy as the “case method” or “philosophical intuition pumping”. In a typical episode, the method involves three parts. In the first part, or the design phase, researchers conceive of and construct narrative vignettes about real or imagined scenarios of antecedent philosophical interest. In the second part, or the result phase, researchers report their judgments about the scenarios that they or others have designed. In the third part, or the discussion phase, researchers claim that these judgments reveal something new about the philosophical categories or phenomena that they are researching.
There is perhaps no better illustration of this method in epistemology over the last several decades than the broad body of research investigating the connection between knowledge and luck. This connection has been studied using countless thought experiments (for discussion, see Blouw, Buckwalter, and Turri 2018; Gendler and Hawthorne 2005; Turri 2016a). In “fake barn” cases, for instance, philosophers ask us to imagine that a protagonist sees a real barn while driving though a strange area otherwise filled with fake barn façades (Goldman 1976). When imagining such a context, many philosophers report the judgment that the protagonist in this situation does not know that they saw a real barn (Pritchard 2005; Sosa 1991). From this result, several philosophers have argued that this judgment shows various things must be true about the nature of knowledge, perception, or possibility (Chisholm 1989; Goldman 1976).

Thought experimentation is incredibly versatile and allows for large researcher degrees of freedom. Philosophers use the method to explore many variables across many different contexts to meet their needs in accordance with their research goals. With thought experiments, it is sometimes thought, researchers are limited only by their own imaginations. Because of this flexibility, it is extremely important to begin research projects by specifying these goals concretely. The first step in applying the method should be to identify a testable research question and to reflect on how the use of thought experimentation will test that question. In fake barn cases, for example, there are several plausible research questions that researchers could have otherwise developed such a thought experiment to test:

Does knowledge include an anti-luck provision?

Is perceptual knowledge sensitive to a certain number of defeaters?
Is seeing something sufficient for knowing it?

Are relevant alternatives important for when we are inclined to attribute knowledge?

Is the truth of “knowledge” sentences sensitive to relevant alternatives?

What does common sense say about knowledge and luck?

Though there is overlap between many of these research questions, there are also several subtle and potentially important differences. For example, a research project on knowledge attribution might benefit from different materials and analysis than research designed to study the nature of knowledge or perception. If one is interested in studying anti-luck previsions, a researcher might ask themselves, then would it be wise to consider only cases that so heavily feature perception? The more pointedly and concretely that a researcher can frame their central research question, the better they will design a case to test it, and the more suitable that thought experiment will be to help answer their research question.

As a corollary to this, researchers must also specify the kind of thing they intend thought experimentation to ultimately show and align this with their central research question. Though prior research has tended to focus on whether judgments in thought experiments constitute evidence or not, there are many goals that philosophers can have when conducting thought experiments. For example, they might use them to:

Motivate a theory

Explain how something works

Engineer a new concept

Call attention to an area of promising inquiry

Isolate a theoretically useful factor
Evaluate a necessary or sufficient condition
Propose a new or overlooked distinction
Test a theory by giving a case in which it could yield the wrong predictions
Identify a central tendency in the natural or social world
Reveal a position as common sense or a behavior as typical
Classify something as ungrammatical, abnormal, or otherwise normatively deficient

While there is surely overlap between many of these goals, registering them at the outset directs and clarifies the design of the resulting thought experiment. For example, this might lead a researcher to develop materials that prioritize certain narrative contexts over others or to isolate key variables of interest and minimize incidental details given their topic of interest. Distinguishing between these things also helps researchers to ask better questions and give judgments about them with greater specificity and precision. And the clarity that results from this exercise helps researchers to ensure that the conclusions that they draw from such judgments are warranted and well supported. Revealing a position as common sensical has different success conditions than proposing a theoretical distinction. Identifying a central tendency in social cognition requires different evidence than evaluating a necessary condition does. And we might think that calling attention to new areas of inquiry requires much less than falsifying a theory.

With central research questions and goals specified, it is now time to begin designing cases that answer them. Though case construction will vary with the details of the research project, all researchers should approach this process with extreme care, skepticism, and caution. The reasons for this are due to both the details of the method and
the social structure of the activity. With respect to the method, researchers must bear in mind that they are ultimately the ones who both design the thought experiment and evaluate their own success at conducting it, with very little external oversight throughout this process. This increases the risk that results are due to the task the researcher has devised rather than a true test of the central research question (Rosenthal 1976). With respect to the activity, as is also well known in science, career and publication incentives can subtly influence research findings and behavior (Smaldino and McElreath 2016). In short, researchers have a stake in the outcome of thought experiments and are highly incentivised to create thought experiments to get the answers they want. Together, these factors create ample opportunity for researchers to inadvertently construct thought experiments and evaluate them in ways that do not accurately track the philosophical phenomena they are investigating.

Because of this risk, every aspect of the case that is introduced by the researcher should be examined with extreme prejudice. It is well known that the presentation effects regarding the way that thought experiments are framed, ordered, and worded can affect the way they are evaluated (Machery 2017; Schwitzgebel and Cushman 2015; Tobia, Buckwalter, and Stich 2013; Tobia, Chapman, and Stich 2013). But more generally speaking, vigilance is important when it comes to many features of thought experiments, such as:

Length
Complexity
Familiarity
Naming
Order of details presented
Subject matter and narrative framing
Naturalness and plausibility
Outlandish or esoteric situations
Emotional or moral content
Greater cultural context

Owing to the central research question under investigation, one or more of these things are often utilized in the construction of philosophical thought experiments. That is not necessarily a bad thing. But there are trade-offs to consider. The more control that researchers exert over thought experiment design, the more closely they may be able to test variables of interest. But the more control that is exercised over thought experimental conditions, the greater the threats to its validity. The more things researchers shove into thought experiments, the less likely that their results are trustworthy, generalize to other contexts, or to real-life settings. As these threats to the validity of thought experiments increase, we should decrease our confidence in the results. Philosophers must evaluate these trade-offs to determine when they allow for the full testing of their research question while minimizing the risk that the components listed above are not driving their judgments over and above the philosophical content of interest.

There are several ways to optimize these trade-offs. Some pertain to even incredibly basic aspects of thought experiments. Consider, for example, the naming of stimuli persons. Research in experimental cognitive science shows that naming can have complex effects on many perceptions and social judgments (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; Kasof 1993; Laham, Koval, and Alter 2012; McKelvie and Waterhouse 2005; Newman, Tan, Caldwell,
As researchers have wisely observed, “experimental design, at the most abstract level, is an exercise in variance control” and names are information that can create variance (Newman, Tan, Caldwell, Duff, and Winer 2018: 1445). For example, names can impact perceptions of age, race, socioeconomic status, warmth, intelligence, likeability, or ethicalness. Such associations are important to consider, especially when they could be relevant to evaluating the central research question. This is also important when designing thought experiments but is often not taken very seriously in philosophy. For example, consider classic cases in epistemology that literally name characters “Mr. Nogot” and “Mr. Havit” in thought experiments designed to evaluate whether someone else has knowledge or not (Lehrer 1965). As a general rule, it is probably not a very good idea to name characters in ways that relate so closely to judgements or concepts that cases are meant to reveal. Maybe this doesn’t ultimately make a difference in this instance, but we can do better. Moreover, as researchers have also observed, common names used in anglophone philosophy (e.g. “Smith”, “Jones”, “Bob”) tend to signal ethnic expectations and may be perceived differently across cultures (Schwitzgebel 2015). The implications of this also warrant serious reflection.

To do better, the overarching principles of thought experimentation should be to minimize unnecessary complexity and length, avoid needlessly esoteric or stilted situations, and to maximize believability and naturalness. When this is not possible, researchers should consider designing thought experiments using multiple cover stories to ensure that their judgments are targeting underlying philosophical phenomena and not inadvertently driven by incidental details of the task they have created. And when complex thought experiments involve complex steps or multiple stipulations, researchers should
ensure that they are processing these things and holding them fixed as they make their judgments. Doing better may also involve attending to small details and apprising oneself of any relevant psychological literature as the need arises. For example, it is worth giving more consideration to naming choices given possible associations or interference with them when processing names (see Newman, Tan, Caldwell, Duff, and Winer 2018 for perceptions of several common names). Without attending to such details, the risk of interference with thought experimentation increases.

A concrete illustration of this risk has been demonstrated in recent research on free will judgments. Thought experiments in the free will literature often solicit judgments about concepts familiar to us from ordinary life, such as freedom and moral responsibility. But the thought experiments often involve very complex, imaginative situations that depart significantly from the contexts in which these concepts are regularly used. For example, many thought experiments stipulate that determinism is true to test what judgments are compatible or incompatible with it in various circumstances. But researchers have demonstrated that this stipulation is often rejected when cases are processed. Specifically, researchers have demonstrated that everyday indeterministic metaphysics intrudes on the way we process deterministic thought experiments (Nadelhoffer, Rose, Buckwalter, and Nichols 2020; Rose, Buckwalter, and Nichols 2017). Despite what the thought experiment stipulates about an all-knowing supercomputer predicting that Jeremy will rob the bank, we think it’s still possible that he won’t do it. So, despite what the thought experiment stipulates, judgments from such thought experiments simply cannot tell us whether something is being judged compatible or incompatible with determinism. Failing to attend
to these facts leads to confusion and misrepresentation. In this case, it also obscures something potentially interesting about possibility and responsibility.

The example above suggests several lessons about case construction. Stipulating core features of cases can sometimes aid thought experimentation. But if stipulations of thought experiments are not actually processed or accepted, then they may ultimately be useless at answering the central research question they were designed to address. It is reasonable to suppose that stipulations are more difficult to process as cases increase in complexity and novelty, or when there is a significant mismatch between imaginative contexts and the circumstances in which we normally apply related concepts. In this circumstance, researchers might profitably draw inspiration from cases from real life situations more likely to mimic the context in which the relevant concepts are typically used (Furman 2021). Subsequently, free will researchers have worked to create narrative materials featuring simpler and more straightforward situations from everyday life that are less likely to trigger our indeterminist tendencies, and have developed questions attempting to detect and guard against this when it occurs (Turri 2017a). Applying this lesson to epistemology, researchers should consider this risk careful when developing cases that depart significantly from everyday situations in which ordinary concepts of like knowledge or belief hold sway. And just because something is stipulated doesn’t entail that it’s being tested.

The features above also heighten the need for the use of controls and tight comparisons in the construction and evaluation of thought experiments. Take for example, the growing body of research in epistemology on deference and testimonial asymmetry. Deference is a belief formation process that occurs when one believes something in virtue
of the fact that someone else believes it. Many philosophers have argued that something “feels fishy” about deference to moral testimony as opposed to non-moral testimony (Enoch 2014: 237; McGrath 2011; Williams 1995). One of the ways this feeling is brought to bear is through comparisons between cases. For instance, researchers have claimed that “there is something off-putting about the idea of arriving at one’s moral views by simply deferring to an expert” there is “no problem with deferring to a tax specialist about one’s taxes” (McGrath 2011: 111), and have concluded that “moral deference seems more problematic than deference in many other domains” (ibid, 115). Similarly, other researchers compare cases involving deference to non-moral testimony, such as asking a friend who won the 1994 world cup, to those involving deference to moral testimony, such as asking a friend whether you ought to support a military intervention in Syria (Hazlett 2017).

Comparing judgments about deference cases between domains seems like a sensible starting point for diagnosing reactions to deference and the domain specific features that make it seem problematic. But the cases above also differ in lots of other ways too that should also be considered and scrutinized. For instance, they differ not just in whether they involve a moral proposition, but also in terms of how serious they are, what is at stake, their political and legal content, whether they involve future or past events, what country they take place in, and so on. Maybe these things matter and maybe they don’t. But the fewer the differences between cases, the greater our confidence can be that our judgments about them track the intended features of cases and that these features test our central research question. This reveals what is often meant by the need for “matched pair comparisons” in thought experimentation. The basic idea is that thought experiments
should manipulate only the independent variables of interest when making judgments about multiple versions or conditions. If moral content is the variable of interest above, for example, then ideally, the cases devised to reveal its role in our judgments should be similar in all other ways apart from their moral content.

Sharpening manipulations in this way also helps us to develop more pointed tests. We might also think that research on this question would benefit from specifying a more fine-grained dependent variable between matched pair conditions, or the questions we ask ourselves about the thought experiments. For instance, the testimonial asymmetry cases above have profitably alerted philosophers that “something fishy” could be going on when comparing deference in different domains. But moving beyond this initial reaction that something seems fishy, it would be useful to understand the underlying judgment a little better before theorizing about what that judgment means for the relevant philosophical categories. To do this, researchers should ask themselves several questions about the judgments that are being elicited. For example, is the judgment that deference to a friend about military intervention in Syria is imprudent, immoral, unconventional, unoriginal…or something else? How strong is that judgment? Does it come in degrees? Does it depend on how the question is phrased?

Putting this all together, the suggestion is that researchers should articulate the question they are asking about cases and their answers in as much detail as possible when they present thought experiments. Underspecified cases and vague reporting detract from effective thought experimentation. Instead, researchers might subject cases to a barrage of well-formed and detailed questions, using different phrasing and framing, to pinpoint the judgment of interest. Utilizing some of these techniques, progress has since been made in
understanding our reactions to deference (Andow 2018). This progress illustrates how a lot of time can be saved at the outset by constructing and evaluating cases using well controlled comparisons and explicitly communicating variables to test them.

Without controlled comparisons, confounds are likely to arise in thought experimentation that undermine philosophical research. One illustration of this has been documented in bank cases, which have been instrumental in motivating epistemic contextualism. The bank cases are pairs of cases used to elicit the judgment that “knowledge” sentences can sometimes have different truth values depending on contextual features of the situation such as on what is at stake, thereby motivating the theory that “knows” is a contextually sensitive expression (DeRose 1992, 2009). In order to show this, researchers manipulate how much is at stake in pairs of cases and then claim that this difference impacts what seems true about “knowledge” sentences. Importantly, however, this was not the only difference between classic bank cases. The cases also differ in the self-regarding knowledge statement made by their protagonists, which is not of central theoretical interest. Specifically, in the low stakes bank case the protagonist claims, “I know,” while the protagonist of the high stakes case claimed, “I don’t know”. So, judgments about the case could be due to contextual features like stakes, but they could also be due to this difference in what the protagonist said about themselves independently of stakes. When researchers put these cases to the test, they found that this confound was likely responsible for the predicted pattern of results, and not the contextually relevant features identified epistemic contextualists (Turri 2017c). In these thought experiments, at least, it seems that people are responding to what a protagonist happens to claim about their own mental states, and not what is at stake for the protagonist in low or high stakes contexts.
To address this worry, philosophers should consider susceptibility to confounders when they design and evaluate thought experiments (for discussion, see Dafoe, Zhang, and Caughey 2015, 2018; Skelly, Dettori, and Brodt 2012; Steiner, Atzmüller, and Su 2016). This might involve listing and reporting all potential confounders at the outset of the design phase, attempting to adjust from them when evaluating thought experiments, or adjusting judgments in light of them. Philosophers may also lessen the risk of confounding variables through design choices such as shortening and tightening the materials to minimize extraneous details or unmatched comparisons. And philosophers might also appreciate the wisdom in failure. If, in the process of designing thought experiments, several drafts of the case do not seem to work as well as others do, researchers should ask themselves why. What did you have to do to a case to get the thought experiment to yield the judgment that it did and what is the significance of that change?

Thought experimentation should also utilize control conditions. In the case of fake barns, for instance, philosophers might pair judgments about the classic fake barn case in which knowledge is in question against the closest adaptations possible in which knowledge is unambiguously present or absent. And if the research question involves defeaters, researchers could consider manipulating the nature or number of fake barns in comparisons to cases without fake barns. Doing these things has led to significant progress in understanding these judgments (Colaco, Buckwalter, Stich, and Machery 2014; Turri 2017b). As it happens, researchers have discovered that mentioning nearby fakes in fake barn cases actually seems to prevent iterated error from affecting knowledge attribution!

Even when devising optimal thought experiments free of confounds, we do not always know where our judgments about them come from. The resulting debate following
bank cases and the role of stakes in knowledge attribution illustrates this basic observation (see also Buckwalter 2021 on error salience). Assume for a moment that stakes really do impact knowledge judgments in bank cases. One interpretation of this finding is that practical factors are a component of knowledge and that this should be included in a new definition of knowledge (Stanley 2005). But this interpretation assumes something about the psychology of the judgment made in the thought experiment. Specifically, it assumes that the judgment cannot be explained by judgments about other factors already included in the definition of knowledge. For example, suppose that the presence of stakes impacts our evaluation of how strong the evidence is, what the protagonist happens to believe, or what the evaluator of the thought experiment herself regards as true about it (Bach 2005; Weatherson 2005). If it is widely agreed that knowledge depends on these things, and knowledge is affected only as a result of belief, evidence, or truth judgments shifting, then knowledge judgments in these thought experiments do not motivate the new definition of knowledge. Thus, it is extremely important for researchers not only to give a clear judgment about a case free of confounds, but to also tell the difference between the mechanisms underlying their judgments if they are to understand their philosophical significance. In practice it is very difficult to tell this.

Understating the mechanisms underlying reactions to thought experiments is complicated by several factors. In the case above, for example, understanding the mechanism involves isolating and evaluating the individual and combined impact of simply too many variables on knowledge judgments. For example, a researcher would need to individually evaluate the impact of stakes, importance, truth, evidence, justification, and belief judgments on knowledge judgments, then consider all the possible interactions that
are possible between these six things (Turri and Buckwalter 2017). And of course, these are just some of the variables that have been identified as theoretically relevant to the philosophical debate at hand. They clearly do not exhaust the possible mechanisms that underlie knowledge judgments. It is unclear that even the most astute introspection and evaluation of thought experiments could isolate the causal factors that influence so many judgments in this case with much confidence.

These observations suggest extreme caution and humility in the interpretation of thought experiments. Researchers should avoid strong interpretations of findings from thought experiments in situations where multiple competing factors of interest arise. This concern is compounded by the fact that philosophers often study closely related concepts and that questions being asked about them are often underspecified. Because of this, researchers should rigorously assess the possibility that their judgments are caused by factors that would undermine their favored interpretation of them. When the possibility of this is great enough, researchers should consider suspending judgment or re-evaluating the role that this judgment plays in their philosophical research with open eyes. In such a situation, research might also turn to established tools of cognitive science that have been developed specifically for this purpose, such as mediation and causal analysis. Such tools have been profitably applied to this and other research questions and have significantly advanced our understanding of the role of stakes in knowledge attribution (Turri and Buckwalter 2017; Turri, Buckwalter, and Rose 2016).

Judgments in thought experiments may also be impacted by features of the researchers themselves, such as culture, native language, gender, age, personality, and so on. This research is still in its infancy, and we currently do not fully understand the full
effects of demographic variables on thought experimentation. According to some researchers, for example, philosophical intuitions are surprisingly robust across demographic differences (Knobe 2019). According to analyses done by other researchers, however, more than 90 studies to date involving over 75,000 participants in experimental cognitive science have reported demographic variation in judgments to philosophical cases (Stich and Machery 2022). This debate about the frequency and degree to which philosophical intuitions vary notwithstanding, the possibility that demography can moderate judgments when using thought experiments cannot be ignored. Thankfully, this possibility presents armchair philosophy with an opportunity to embrace several sensible reforms that extend to the use of thought experiments. For example, it is widely agreed that increasing demographic variation in training, publishing, and hiring is essential for the equitable future of the field. Doing so would also increase representation in thought experimentation by individual researchers. Additionally, thought experimentation can be conducted using group inquiry among teams of researchers as opposed to solitary inquiry, with greater diversity among members of research teams. This would decrease the risk that judgments are merely tracking the opinions of any one person or social group, and itself may increase diversity in the field (Buckwalter and Turri 2016). And of course, philosophers could always turn to the methods of experimental cognitive science to continue to evaluate the degree to which reactions to thought experiments are universal or are impacted by who we are or where we come from.

Lastly, foundational thought experimenters may be impacted in interesting and unforeseen ways by the training and experiences of researchers. For example, several studies suggest that philosophers have unique ideas about the connection between
knowledge and luck. Several researchers have found that ordinary people attribute knowledge differently than many philosophers say they do in fake barn cases (Colaco, Buckwalter, Stich, and Machery 2014; Turri 2017b). This has also been found in other sorts of Gettier cases characterized by researchers as “authentic evidence” cases. For example, when researchers presented such Gettier cases to professional academics across seven fields in the humanities, social, and natural sciences, they found evidence that the non-philosophers attribute knowledge very differently than philosophers do (Starmans and Friedman 2020). Beyond knowledge and luck, further questions about the generalizability of philosophical judgments arise in bank cases (Rose et al. 2019), as well as other principles many philosophers have found intuitive, such as reliablism (Turri 2016d), the truth insensitivity of epistemic justification (Turri 2016c), and the truth condition on knowledge (Buckwalter and Turri 2020).

There could be several explanations for these differences relevant to effective thought experimentation. It is possible that these differences in reactions to thought experiments like Gettier, fake barn, or bank cases reflect philosophical expertise with the relevant philosophical phenomenon. If this is true, then the natural next step is to try to better understand these reactions to improve thought experimentation in the future. As of present writing however, empirical efforts to demonstrate which factors explain superior performance in thought experiments have largely been unsuccessful (e.g. Kneer, Colaço, Alexander, and Machery 2022). It is also possible that differences reflect field-wide biases that are insular to the field of professional philosophy, reflect theoretical biases, or other esoteric aspects of academic training in philosophy. However, it is unclear at present writing what these insular aspects could be. In either case, philosophers will benefit from
studying these differences to better understand and improve their research practices. Until then, a sensible approach to thought experimentation includes discussion or collaboration with those both within and outside the field.

***

Summarizing the considerations above, the following checklist promotes effective thought experimentation in epistemology:

Identify a central research question and determine how the thought experiment will test it.

Devise cases using best practices that include controls and matched-pair comparisons, while minimizing extraneous length or details.

Consider trade-offs in thought experiment design to improve testing and validity.

Articulate questions fully and with as much specificity as needed.

Assess likely confounds, incentives, potential sources of demographic variation, or field-specific biases.

Exercise caution in the interpretation of case judgments and scrutinize judgments for other possible explanations than those preferred by the researcher.

Question generalizability through discussion, collaboration, or experimentation.

Doing these things improves the quality of research in epistemology, decreases the time wasted on false starts or spurious debates, and increases the likelihood that the judgments made about thought experiments are philosophically significant.
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